
COME ABOARD,  
ADVENTURER! 

Club Brain Chase is an after-school team challenge that makes online learning in enrichment subjects fun, 
motivating and memorable as teams from around the country compete to win the ultimate prize.  

 treasure first, and the first Club to pinpoint its location will receive

$20,000 travel stipend to travel to the treasure and dig it up.  
 

Weekly after-school meetings with your school’s Club Brain Chase 

Guide will bring your team together to complete their work, solve weekly 

Bonus Challenges in geography, history, science and art and explore 

solutions to the global treasure hunt. Our Spring 2016 semester starts 

February 8, 2016. Email clubs@brainchase.com to get started. 

 

For 10 weeks in Spring 2016, your student’s Club Brain Chase team 

will share an adventure like no other. Student adventurers will gain 

enrichment in academic subjects through our premiere online 

curriculum partners (like Khan Academy and Rosetta Stone), unlock 

weekly animated episodes of an original adventure series, collect and 

decipher clues, and unravel a riddle leading to the location  

of a real-life buried treasure. Clubs from around  

the country will compete to find the 

 

www.brainchase.com 



DATES 
•  Starts February 8th, 2016. The Student Dashboard and first animated episode open at 3pm EST. 
•  Program includes 7 weeks of episodes and academic challenges, with a floating catch up for Spring Break vacations and a wrap up week from 

April 11th – 15th. The Student Dashboard will close on April 15th, 2016. 

THE LEARNING 

SPRING 2016 BRAIN CHASE DETAILS  

About 1.5 hours a week; Student chooses 3 electives 
•  Math: Through Khan Academy 
•  Writing: Complete one journal entry each week to be reviewed by a live, credentialed Brain Chase teacher 
•  Foreign Language: Through Rosetta Stone 
•  Reading: Through Google Books or offline reading 
•  Engineering: Through The Leonardo Science Museum 
•  Art: Through Brain Chase teachers 
Mandatory: 
•  Bonus Challenge: Complete a weekly bonus challenge in history, geography, science or other discipline 

provided by Brain Chase 
•  Treasure Hunt: Watch weekly animated episodes of the Brain Chase adventure series and decipher the 

clues contained in the animations to pinpoint the location of the real-life buried treasure 

THE TREASURE HUNT 
•  Participants will search for the Globe of Magellan, a trophy buried somewhere on planet Earth 
•  The clues, riddle and treasure location are entirely new and will be completely unique from Brain Chase’s 

past Globe of Magellan challenges, unfolding an academic journey of its own 
•  The first Club Brain Chase team to pinpoint the location of the treasure will receive a $20,000 travel prize 

to go dig it up 



CLUB BRAIN CHASE PAYMENT PLANS 
SCHOOL-SPONSORED CLUB 

PARENT-SPONSORED CLUB 

Parents or teachers can initiate forming an after school club. Parents can pay $149/student to participate in a Brain 
Chase after school team with an adult Guide. 

To honor each Guide’s commitment to hosting Club Brain Chase, Brain Chase will award Guides $50 for each 
student participant on the Guide’s team in the form of a classroom supply grant. Minimum of 5 students.  

 
 

“THANK YOU BRAIN CHASE!! Never could have dreamed that summer school could be so cool! We've had so much fun traveling all over the globe, spanning history to learn about 
explorers, ancient civilizations and modern achievements. From Morse code, periodic elements, carbon dating, algorithms, vigenere ciphers, geography...he doesn't want it to end!!.” 

– Summer 2015 Brain Chase Parent 
 

A Club Brain Chase Guide will also be awarded a $50 grant for referring another teacher to start his/her own Club. 

Schools can sponsor teams at a price of $99/student per semester. 
Schools are responsible for assigning a Guide (i.e. an adult teacher) 
to lead the team and provide a space and time for the club to meet. 

Brain Chase will work with the Guide to ensure a seamless 
experience. Minimum of 5 students. 

 
 


